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Colors matter greatly to small children, and this book uses
their natural interest as a relatable bridge to introduce culture.
After a succinct definition, the next several sections detail how
color is used in clothing, celebrations, and to represent what
people value. The final pages include a picture search, glossary,
and resources to learn more. On each page, vibrant, diverse
photography enhances the text.
Although using color is an appealing, effective method to
engage children, the specific connection to culture is not
always clearly stated. Each section gives only brief explanations
and examples. This text presents culture on a very basic,
introductory level; however, the book as a whole requires some
additional information for young children who lack a greater
world understanding. The pictures have no captions, and an
independent reader might have difficulty connecting how the
images relate to the text, particularly when they represent an
unfamiliar culture. Despite these considerations, this book is a
solid introduction to color’s use in culture, and worth adding to a
home or classroom library.
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